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Msg #1313 Easter and April FoolsWhat The Bible Says Good Samaritan's Penny Pulpit by Pastor Ed Rice  The excitement and energy of the resurrection morning is

best captured in the foot race toward the empty tomb. The casual unbelief and indifference toward the resurrection is best captured in the walk down the Emmaus

road. The brazen doubt and skepticism award is won, hands down, by the disciple forever tagged as 'Doubting Thomas.' So I gauge my own response and Jesus

responds to each in kind. Three disciples which were close at hand whenever Jesus turned around became Christ's inner circle. It is not revealed how James missed

the foot race, but Peter and John only heard that the body of their Lord was missing before the race ensued. Only a glimpse into the empty tomb and a noting of the

napkin that was about his head, not lying with the linen clothes caused their assured belief. Inner circle disciples are that way, and the Lord is pleased with quick

belief and ready faith. The indifference of the disciples on the Emmaus road is rebuked by Christ, “O fools, and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have

spoken: Ought not Christ to have suffered these things, and to enter into his glory?” It is the Scriptures that dispel their foolishness and his breaking of bread that

reveals the truth. Doubt and skepticism is given brazen rebuke. “Reach hither thy finger, and behold my hands; and reach hither thy hand and thrust it into my side:

and be not faithless but believing.” Quick belief and ready faith please our Lord. And without faith it is impossible to please him. These three recorded reactions to

the Christ and His resurrection make a good barometer to measure faith. Can others see your faith? The day after Easter being April fools it should be asked, Whose

fool are you?  An Essay for week #13 Sun, Mar 31, 13Published at www.GSBaptistChurch.com/ppulpit/biblesays13.pdf In paperback at

http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/GSBaptistChurch    
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